
They waited, with mounting impatience.  On 

the Comstock they waited, sporadically attempting 

to scrape away several feet of  snow and resume 

prospecting.  In Placerville they waited for the 

Sierra snows to retreat.  The peripatetic journal-

ist J. Ross Browne, on his way to the place they 

called Washoe, vividly described the scene: “Every 

streets were blocked up with crowds of  adven-

turers all bound for Washoe.  The gambling and 

drinking saloons were crammed to suffocation 

with customers practicing for Washoe.  Mexican 

vaqueros were driving headstrong mules through 

the streets on the road to Washoe.”  “In short 

there was nothing but Washoe to be seen, heard 

or thought of.” 

Browne started over the mountains through 

falling snow, repeatedly stumbling into deep holes 

struggle through melted snow and mud,” he 

wrote, “slipping, sliding, grasping, rolling, tum-

bling.”  It was the spring of  1860 when the great 

rush to the Comstock poured over the Sierra, but 

it had been some ten years aborning.1

The main reason for the delay was gold, the 

Canyon below the Comstock for nearly a decade.  

They wanted gold, just like the gold of  California.  

Silver was the cursed black stuff  that they threw 

away when it clogged their rockers.  Thus they 

continued placering for gold specks worth two 

below Sun Peak, the silver treasure of  the great 

undisturbed.

There were exceptions.  One prospector who 

took an interest in the silver was an Italian aristo-

rich assays in San Francisco, his discovery went 

nowhere.  He wrote in his diary: “At that time in 

the gold country, silver was too poor a metal to 

deserve attention.  Everyone refused to give it 

any importance.”2 

Hispanics also proved more perceptive than 

most about the silver potential of  the area.  One 

of  them, a Brazilian known as Old Frank Antonio, 

California gold country, he told two unsuccessful 

California placer miners, the brothers Ethan Al-

of  the Sierra.  Ready for a new start, they seized 

upon the idea, wrote to their father “Ho! For the 

-

typical prospectors.  They were not.  Sons of  a 

Pennsylvania teacher and Universalist minister, 

they were educated, sober, industrious, and too 

single-minded to fraternize much with the covivial 

brotherhood of  prospectors who collected at the 

Johntown saloon.  But the letters that they wrote 

home provide the only record that has yet come 

happened.

Canyon so primitive—“about two or three years 

behind the age,” they wrote—that the California 

diggings seemed civilized by contrast.  In the 
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sagebrush hills lining the canyon, the scattered 

prospectors lived in brush shelters like the Indi-

ans or in tents in summer, and moved into stone 

huts in winter.  The brothers busied themselves 

getting up a house (which they found quite a chal-

lenge without timber), trying to make expenses, 

and, of  course, prospecting.  They thought they 

discovered a silver mine.  They wrote: “The one 

we found was the black silver ore, if  silver it was, 

pressed by poverty . . . that we never tested it.”3

they reported that they were “once more in Cali-

fornia, after passing through trials and hardships 

get distracted, sometimes by their repeated ef-

forts to invent miraculous machines.  Moreover, 

poverty held them back: “For this past two years 

we have been too poor to get out of  mining, but 

have been driven on like arrastra horses, blind-

“played out country.”  The placers had been 

“cleaned up to bed rock” several times over.  Es-

timated gold production sank to the lowest point 

-

snows failed, and little snow melt trickled into the 

ravine to sluice their rockers.  Of  the nearly two 

hundred prospectors who had been working the 

canyon at its zenith days, probably only twenty-

at work assaying: “We cupelled with a hand bel-

lows, by piling charcoal over the cupell. . . . Day 

after day and week after week we were at it from 

daylight to dark, hanging over glowing furnaces 

and the thermometer in the ‘nineties.’”  In mid 

August, tragedies far beyond hardship and failure 

accidentally cut a gash in his foot with a pick.

expecting that Hosea would be bedridden for 

only three or four weeks while the wound healed.  

But despite poultices, the foot swelled and the 

wound closed on the eighth day.  It became very 

painful, strange sensations began, and fever set 

-

came opium and an old pioneer remedy, a fresh 

cow dung poultice.  Then the foot began turning 

to Eagle Valley to consult a doctor.  Dr. King 

advised continuing the cow dung poultices and 

assured Allen that none of  Hosea’s symptoms 

were worrisome.

The doctor was wrong.  By the time Allen 

reached home, Hosea had died peacefully in 

his sleep.  Allen was stricken—“Oh the terrible 

force of  that blow!  Oh! the utter desolation of  

that hour!”—but his deep religious faith shone 

through in his letter to their father: “When I 

him for the next, and what a debt of  gratitude I 

with so dear a companion, I became calm, and 

bowed my head in resignation. Oh Father thy will 

and not mine be done.”

Allen decided that it was his duty to make fur-

ther efforts to determine the value of  their silver 

claims, then to winter in San Francisco.  Unfortu-

when he and a young Canadian named Maurice 

a little-traveled route; this despite the general 

understanding that after October the weather in 

the high Sierra became too risky.

for their runaway jack.  By the time they reached 

Squaw Valley, snow had started to fall, and they 

were completely caught, unable to turn back.  

When they attempted to ascend, the snow was 

so deep that they could not see the trail and had 

to turn back to Squaw Valley.  Running out of  
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provisions, they killed their pack animal and lived 

on the unfortunate jack the rest of  the time.

snowing, they tried to fashion snowshoes.  Their 

troubles multiplied.  When they started out again 

on the twenty-ninth, they took the wrong route 

and returned to the cabin “nearly frosen and tired 

out.”  Finally reaching a cabin on the other side of  

the crest, they found the provisions they expected 

there had been stolen.  Another snow storm blew 

in, so they stayed in the cabin with three days 

worth of  jack meat.  Although snow continued 

to fall, they set out again, following the American 

River and burying themselves in the snow at night 

to keep from freezing.  After they climbed a rocky 

habitation, Bucke said to Allen that “we might as 

well lay there until we died,” but Allen responded 

that he would not give up.

Exhausted, cold, and starving, they would 

soon be reduced to crawling through the snow.  

At last they came to a ditch and followed it to a 

miner’s cabin, where they were cared for tenderly.  

They had been seventeen days in the snowbound 

mountains.  As neither could walk on their fro-

Chance on sleighs and sent for a doctor.

Maurice Bucke survived the amputation of  

both of  his frostbitten feet and went on to be-

come the director of  a mental hospital in Canada.  

on 19 December.  After the loss of  Hosea, Allen 

had written: “We had lived so much together, 

with and for each other that I was of  the earnest 

desire that we might pass out of  the world as we 

four months after Hosea’s death, his earnest desire 

had come to pass.

family, two mining companies, practically no re-

cord of  the location of  their claims, and a central 

mystery about which I’ll presently have more to 

say.  Another year and a half  would pass before 

-

known as “Old Virginny,” noticed a little yellow 

thought that yellow equalled gold.  Finney was 

a burrow in the hillside, when the traders on the 

emigrant trail in the valley left for the season. He 

was also a good prospector when sober.

spot at the head of  the canyon with a few friends.  

They scraped away the snow, panned a little of  the 

yellowish dirt, and thought it promising enough to 

After the snows retreated in the spring, Finney and 

the others began washing the dirt in their rockers 

and crushing chunks of  decomposed quartz with 

surprisingly good results.  About ten feet down 

they broke into a vein of  red-tinged quartz laced 

with gold.  Two or three years would pass before 

the rich mines developed there, including the 

Belcher, the Crown Point, and the Yellow Jacket, 

were recognized as silver mines.  Although they 

didn’t know it, these prospectors had struck the 

-

yon crowd based at Johntown presently decamped 

ravine where the mountain slope begins to rise.  

So poor were the pickings that they planned to 

leave for the Walker River diggings after they ac-

cumulated a few more days’ earnings.  Then on 1 

June, about four feet down, they struck a mass of  

black decomposed material spangled with gold.  

Their returns soon skyrocked to one hundred 

dollars or more per day.

In this way, both the northern and south-

ern ends of  the lode were discovered by placer 

miners who did not realize that its riches lay in 

silver.  Prospector William Dolman later voiced 

a thought that must have commonly occurred 
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Comstock was well on its way to producing nearly 

one of  the richest treasures of  the earth, but a few 

yards under my feet, and knew it not.”

claim to have found silver in masses as large as 

not yet have a recorder, no record of  their claim 

-

able.  Traces of  their mining activities remained 

for some time.

missed the bonanza posed no barrier to litiga-

tion and stock sales when the enormous value of  

the Comstock became known.  After the mining 

the new owners began law suits in the 1860s to 

false diary, and sold stock.  The pamphlet begins 

-

nia, goes on to cite witnesses (without naming any) 

and records and diagrams (without reproducing 

any), then unleashes poisonous invective against 

newspaper editors, such as the “imp of  infamy,” 

who had not supported the company.6

case of  blackmail”—one which would undoubt-

edly have appalled the honest and upright Allen 

the defendants’ substantial legal expenses charged 

to the company.  Apart from this episode, the 

sympathetic public of  the day and later historians 

who died on the brink of  fortune.  Although they 

had not discovered the great lode, in time they 

would surely have done so because, in the words 

intelligently for silver.”7

Fortunately the Comstock proved no bonanza 

Although the great rush to the Comstock was the 

catalyst, the settlers in the valleys clinging to the 

eastern slope of  the Sierra had laid the foundation 

a corral, at what quickly became known as Mor-

Reese rolled his thirteen wagons in from Utah, 

built more structures, planted cabbages—which 

he sold for prices that amazed him to emigrants 

struggling through to California on the Carson 

Trail—and most importantly, he stayed.

Enough traders and ranchers also moved into 

the Carson Valley that year to form a rudimentary 

government in the late fall, and to petition Con-

gress for territorial status.  They protested against 

being forced to live under a theocracy as part of  

meetings seeking territorial status that they would 

convene in ensuing years.  Although they often 

resorted to shameless exaggerations in making 

their case and fell short of  success, at least they 

kept the ball in play. Settlements that didn’t agitate 

for territorial status rarely received it.

-

comer, William Ormsby, the settlers sent an un-

Virginia congressman William “Extra Billy” 

Smith, probably a friend of  Ormsby’s, presented 

fell short of  success, but external events, however 

disastrous for the nation, were moving in favor 

of  a new territory.

First, the confrontation between the Mormons 

and the U.S. Army that stopped just short of  war, 

and the infamous Mountain Meadows massacre, 

in which Mormons murdered the members of  an 

emigrant wagon train, led Congress to view the 

Mormons even more darkly than before.  Con-

gressmen would shed no tears over chopping a 

large chunk from the western part of  the bloated 

for years the immovable obstacle preventing the 
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creation of  new western territories had been the 

Southerners’ fear that they would lose power in 

Congress if  the new territories became free states.  

The Civil War was just around the corner.  Wil-

Territory, apparently gave up hope that it would 

become a slave state, voted against the bill he 

had formerly sponsored, and departed for the 

Confederate Congress.

-

-

gress with a Southerner who called him a “black 

Republican puppy.”  He energetically promoted 

the territorial bills in Congress and would later be 

known as the father of  the Homestead Act.

For several reasons, the newly ascendant 

Republicans wanted to organize the West into 

territories.  They wanted to strengthen the bonds 

between the West and the Union; they wanted 

to settle farmers there under the forthcoming 

Homestead Act (farmers who would, not inci-

dentally, vote Republican); they wanted to spur 

railroad construction with land grants; and they 

on their doors with the patronage opportunities 

of  new territories.

In a riotous scene of  great confusion, cries 

for order, and motions for adjournment, the ter-

whipped through Congress on 2 March 1861, two 

-

pared to previous territories, but congressmen 

who thought about the matter at all may have 

supposed that another event comparable to the 

California gold rush had erupted, and the popula-

tion would rapidly balloon.

The struggle was over, and in an amazingly 

territory and a scant three years later, their state.  

While repeated agitation and shameless exaggera-

tion had kept the territorial issue alive, it took the 

excitement of  the Comstock discovery to catapult 

Snowshoe Thompson, skimming over the Sierra 

on skis, had been the only link between the tiny 

settlements clinging to the eastern slope and the 

outside world in winter.  Scarcely enough time had 

passed for crude trails to become roads, frame 

bear fruit.  In all, it was just ten years since John 

Reese rolled his wagons into the Carson Valley 

station.8

we stand upon historic ground, because it was 

here so many years ago, along this creek lined with 

-
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